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we will now export an mpeg-4 transport stream with a specific quality level by using flussonic's rtmp and rtmp-streaming features.
for this, we will need a dummy ac-3 encoder that always has stream0 state. the dummy encoder must be installed as the
/opt/flussonic/bin/ffmpeg_enc package. we will then use it by specifying the -ffmpeg_enc option with a path to the dummy

encoder. we will then export the stream using the rtmp_stream mode. this mode includes a video filter to provide access to the
video content only from channels you specify. to access the stream, we will use the following command: we may also use rtmp-

streaming mode without the source when the encoder is using a source file stored in the server. this mode is enabled by the
-file_source option. we may also omit the source file and use the source we defined earlier. in this case, the source will be the

same as for the -file_source option. previously we supported both pulse and squid databases, but starting with the version 20.07,
we support a special configuration file that contains no preset settings for flussonic. as a result, you can create all necessary
connections and resources, configure all available services that come with the distribution and save your settings by simply
copying the configuration file. this new file format is compatible with the following servers: for the servers described above,

flussonic uses the generic file /etc/upstream.conf to store the settings and keep them after a system restart. the file contains all
the necessary information about the connection to the upstream server, including the username, password and url for connecting.
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